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Emerging research suggests that mild sensory stimulation like touch can protect
the brain if delivered within the first two hours following a stroke. Laura Bonnici
speaks with experimental stroke specialist Prof. Mario Valentino to find out
how uncovering the secrets of this ‘touch’ may have life-changing implications
for stroke patients worldwide.
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A reconstructed image in 3-D taken from the surface of a mouse brain showing astrocytes in green a nd blood vessels in red. Astrocytes regulate the
vascular tone of blood vessels by sensing the activity of nerve cells. They vasodilate to increase blood flow when brain activity increases. In a stroke,
this autoregulatory feature is lost and all cell types are effected. Stalled red cells within the blood vessels indicate the formation of a clot that caused
a stroke. The clot was activated by a targeted laser beam.
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The use of two-photon laser-scanning microscopy allows the measurement of blood flow in single vessels concurrent with indicators of cellular
activity deep within the rodent brain. Whisker stimulation evokes electrical activity that can be monitored by the use of genetically engineered
calcium-sensitive and light-emitting neurons that sense the propagating waves of electrical activity. (Photo by Elisa Von Brockdorff)
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And while Malta may be a small
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work conducted within its shores is
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that when it comes to knowledge,
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continue striving for more to leave
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function through behavioural and
locomotor readouts whilst ‘looking’
inside the brain in real-time.'
If they can prove that any protection
is the direct cause of new blood
vessels (or other cells) resulting

'This accidental
discovery could be
life-changing for
stroke patients.'

our best mark on the world.

Help us fund more projects like
this, as well as research in all the
faculties, by donating to RIDT. Link:
researchtrustmalta.eu/supportresearch/?#donations
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